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BASIC I 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,496.

OCEAN PREY

OF WOMEN AND SALT
Gabriela Garcia

A Prey Novel

John Sandford
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #1 TITLE

An off-duty Coast Guardsman calls
in some suspicious behavior from a
nearby boat. It's a snazzy craft that
slows to pick up a surfaced diver . . .
a diver who was apparently alone,
without his own boat, in the middle of the ocean. None
of it makes sense, and his hunch is proved right when
all three Guardsmen who come out to investigate
are shot and killed. They're federal officers killed on
the job, which means the case is the FBI's turf. When
the FBI's investigation stalls out, they call in Lucas
Davenport. Davenport will need to bring in every asset,
including a detective with a fundamentally criminal
mind: Virgil Flowers.
| ISBN: 9781432885649 | $37.99 U.S.
Mystery | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

THE WOMEN OF
CHATEAU LAFAYETTE
Stephanie Dray

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
ONE OF OPRAHMAG.COM’S “2021’S MOST
ANTICIPATED HISTORICAL NOVELS”

An epic saga based on the true story
of an extraordinary castle in the
heart of France and the remarkable
women bound by its legacy. 1774: Noblewoman Adrienne
Lafayette must renounce the complicated man she loves,
or risk her life for a legacy that will inspire generations
to come. 1914: New York socialite Beatrice Chanler
witnesses the devastation of the war in France firsthand,
and must convince America to fight for what's right.
1940: French schoolteacher Marthe Simone makes a
discovery that calls into question who she is, and who she
is willing to become. A sweeping novel about duty and
hope, love and courage, and the strength we take from
those who came before us.
| ISBN: 9781432886318 | $35.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

Image
Not
Available

ROXANE GAY'S JUNE AUDACIOUS
BOOK CLUB PICK
ON 10 MOST ANTICIPATED BOOK LISTS
EDITOR'S CHOICE #6 TITLE

“Mesmerizing.” — The Washington Post

A sweeping, masterful debut about
a daughter's fateful choice, a mother
motivated by her own past, and a
family legacy that begins in Cuba before either of them
were born. In present-day Miami, Jeanette is battling
addiction. Daughter of Carmen, a Cuban immigrant,
she's determined to learn more about her family history
from her reticent mother. Carmen, still wrestling with
the trauma of displacement, must process her difficult
relationship with her own mother while trying to raise
a wayward Jeanette. In her quest for understanding,
Jeanette travels to Cuba to see her grandmother and
reckon with secrets from the past.
| ISBN: 9781432885465 | $37.99 U.S.
General Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

FINDING FREEDOM

A COOK'S STORY; REMAKING A LIFE
FROM SCRATCH

Erin French
“Engaging stories from the kitchen and
beyond . . . A canny life story from a
determined woman with the gift of vision
and the wherewithal to implement it.”
— starred, Kirkus Review

From Erin French, owner and chef of the critically
acclaimed The Lost Kitchen, a life-affirming memoir about
survival, renewal, and finding community. Long before
The Lost Kitchen became a world dining destination with
every seating filled the day the reservation book opens
each spring, Erin French was a girl roaming barefoot on
a farm, a teenager falling in love with food while working
the line at her dad’s diner, and a young woman finding
her calling as a professional chef. This singular memoir ―
a classic American story ― invites readers to Erin's corner
of her beloved Maine to share the real person behind the
“girl from Freedom” fairytale.
| ISBN: 9781432885472 | $35.99 U.S.
Autobiography | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

gale.printorders@cengage.com | gale.com/thorndikepress
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FIND ME IN HAVANA

PIRANESI

“A poignant and gripping account of the life
of Cuban actress Estelita Rodriquez . . . A
deeply affecting tragedy.”
— Publishers Weekly

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

Serena Burdick

Susanna Clarke

“Weird and haunting and excellent.”
— starred, Kirkus Reviews

A new historical novel based on the
dazzling story of one of Hollywood’s
most celebrated Hispanic actresses
and her daughter’s search for closure.
Cuba, 1936: When Estelita Rodriguez sings in a hazy
Havana nightclub for the very first time, she's nine years
old. From then on, that spotlight of adoration becomes
the one true accomplishment no one can take from her.
Thirty years later, her daughter, Nina, is blindsided by
her mother’s mysterious death. Seeking answers, the
grieving Nina navigates the troubling memories of their
life together and discovers how much Estelita sacrificed
to live the American dream on her own terms.

An intoxicating, hypnotic new novel
set in a dreamlike alternative reality.
Piranesi's house is no ordinary
building: its rooms are infinite, its
corridors endless, its walls are lined with thousands
of statues. Within the labyrinth of halls, an ocean is
imprisoned; waves thunder up staircases, rooms are
flooded in an instant. But Piranesi is not afraid; he lives
to explore the house. There is one other person in the
house — someone who visits Piranesi and asks for help
with research into A Great and Secret Knowledge. Then
evidence emerges of another person, and a terrible truth
begins to unravel, revealing a world beyond the one
Piranesi has always known.

ISBN: 9781432885618 | $30.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Basic 5, 6, 7 & 8.

ISBN: 9781432886578 | $32.99 U.S.
Fantasy | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Basic 6, 7 & 8.

THE CHILDREN'S TRAIN

HOMELAND ELEGIES

INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER

PULITZER PRIZE-WINNING AUTHOR
ONE OF THE NEW YORK TIMES 10 BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR
ONE OF BARACK OBAMA'S FAVORITE
BOOKS OF 2020
ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR
EXCELLENCE FINALIST
ON OVER 10 BEST BOOK LISTS

Viola Ardone

“[A] beautifully crafted story.”
— Library Journal

Though Mussolini and the fascists have
been defeated, the war has devastated
Italy, especially the south. Seven-yearold Amerigo lives with his mother
Antonietta in Naples, surviving on odd
jobs and his wits. One day, Amerigo learns that a train will
take him away from the rubble-strewn streets to spend
the winter with a family in the north, where he'll be safe
and have warm clothes and food to eat. Amerigo’s journey
is a story of memory, indelible bonds, and self-exploration,
and an examination of what family can truly mean.
Ultimately Amerigo comes to understand that sometimes
we must give up everything, even a mother's love, to find
our destiny.

ISBN: 9781432886431 | $30.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Basic 7 & 8.
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Ayad Akhtar

A deeply personal work, Homeland Elegies blends fact
and fiction to tell a story of longing and dispossession
in the world that 9/11 made. In a book that's part family
drama, part social essay, part picaresque novel, Ayad
Akhtar forges a new narrative voice to capture a country
in which debt has ruined countless lives and the gods of
finance rule, where immigrants live in fear, and where
the nation's unhealed wounds wreak havoc around the
world. Akhtar attempts to make sense of it all through the
lens of a story about one family, from a heartland town
in America to palatial suites in Central Europe to guerrilla
lookouts in the mountains of Afghanistan, and spares no
one in the process.
ISBN: 9781432886486 | $30.99 U.S.
General Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Basic 8.

25%

OFF

STANDING
ORDER

CORE I 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,496.

THE OTHER EMILY
Dean Koontz

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #2 TITLE

STRONGHEART

THE LOST JOURNALS OF
MAY DODD AND MOLLY MCGILL
One Thousand White Women • Book 3

Jim Fergus

A decade ago, Emily Carlino vanished
after her car broke down. Writer David
Thorne still hasn’t recovered from losing
her. Then David meets Maddison Sutton.
Maddison is just like Emily. Is she Emily? Or a dead
ringer? What game is she playing? David’s willing to take
the risk for this precious second chance. It’s been ten
years since he’s felt this inspired, this much in love . . .
and he’s afraid.

Strongheart is the final installment to the
One Thousand White Women trilogy, a
novel about fierce women who are full of heart and the
power to survive. In this final volume, Jim Fergus mixes
with rare mastery the struggle of women and Native
Americans in the face of oppression, from the end of the
19th century until today.

| ISBN: 9781432886349 | $37.99 U.S.
Thriller | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

| ISBN: 9781432886325 | $36.99 U.S.
Thriller | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

MISS JULIA HAPPILY EVER AFTER

ANIMAL INSTINCT

Ann B. Ross

David Rosenfelt

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #5 TITLE

NATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR
SHAMUS AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

Miss Julia Series

Image
Not
Available

EDITOR'S CHOICE #8 TITLE

“Ross has a gift for elevating such everyday
matters as marital strife . . . and middle age to
high comedy, while painting her beautifully drawn
characters.” — Publishers Weekly

The delightful final installment of the beloved Miss Julia
series. Abbotsville's liveliest resident finds herself trying to
solve matters of the heart and petty crime alike, and once
again save the day.
| ISBN: 9781432886424 | $36.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

THE STAR-CROSSED SISTERS
OF TUSCANY
Lori Nelson Spielman

INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER
INDIE NEXT PICK
LIBRARYREADS PICK

A K Team Novel

Corey knew the murder victim from his
time on the force, when he was unable to
protect her in a domestic dispute. Now, he's
convinced the same abusive boyfriend is responsible for
her murder. The K Team is determined to prove what the
police could not. What they uncover is much more sinister
than they could have imagined.
| ISBN: 9781432886394 | $34.99 U.S.
Mystery | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

THE ARCTIC FURY
Greer Macallister

USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
AMAZON BEST BOOK OF THE MONTH

A trio of second-born daughters sets
out on a whirlwind journey through the
lush Italian countryside to break the family curse that
says they’ll never find love. Against the backdrop of
wandering Venetian canals, rolling Tuscan fields, and
enchanting Amalfi Coast villages, romance blooms,
destinies are found, and family secrets are unearthed.

Eccentric Lady Jane Franklin makes an
outlandish offer to adventurer Virginia
Reeve: Take a dozen women, trek into
the Arctic, and find her husband's lost
expedition. A year later, Virginia stands trial for murder.
What happened out there on the ice? Greer Macallister
uses the true story of Lady Jane Franklin's tireless
attempts to find her husband's lost expedition to spin a
tale of bravery, intrigue, perseverance, and hope.

ISBN: 9781432872823 | $30.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Core 7 & 8.

ISBN: 9781432886332 | $30.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Core 8.

gale.printorders@cengage.com | gale.com/thorndikepress
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WHEELER HARDCOVER I 60 hardcover titles each year for about $1,623.
NO WAY OUT
Fern Michaels

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #3 TITLE

Ellie Bowman barely remembers the incident that put her into a coma. When she awoke, all
she knew for certain was that her boyfriend, Rick, was missing. She knew she needed to get
away from her old life and recover in safety. Ellie starts over in rural Missouri, working from
her cottage and trusting no one. When Ellie hears that Rick has resurfaced, her nightmares
return, and with them, small snippets of memory. No one has heard from Rick since before
the incident, so why is he back now? Ellie wants to move forward with her life, but first she
must find the courage to look into her past, no matter what she finds there.
| ISBN: 9781432886646 | $37.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021 | Available in Wheeler Hardcover 3, 4 & 5.

THE BOOKSTORE ON THE BEACH
Brenda Novak

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

“Potently emotional, powerfully life-affirming.” — starred, Booklist on This Heart of Mine

Eighteen months ago, Autumn Divac’s husband went missing. For the sake of their two
children, Autumn takes them home for the summer to the charming beachside town where
she was raised. She seeks comfort working alongside her mother and aunt at their bookshop,
only to learn that her mother has been hiding a terrible secret for years. When she runs into
the boy who stole her heart in high school, old feelings start to bubble up again. Is she free to
love him, or should she hold out hope for her husband’s return? She can only trust her heart
. . . and hope it won’t lead her astray.
| ISBN: 9781432885625 | $34.99 U.S.
General Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021 | Available in Wheeler Hardcover 4 & 5.

THE BREAKER

A Peter Ash Novel

Nick Petrie
NATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

“[A] grand-scale actioner.” — Booklist

A man wanted by two governments, Peter Ash has found a simple, low-profile life, living with
his girlfriend June and renovating buildings with his friend Lewis. When Peter spots an armed
man walking into a crowded market, he knows he can't stand by. Peter does interrupt a
crime, but it wasn't at all what he'd expected. The gunman appeared to have one target and
one mission — but he escapes, and his victim vanishes before police arrive. As Peter, June,
and Lewis trace the gunman and the victim, they're thrust into the path of a troubled inventor
and a revolutionary technology that could wreak devastation in the wrong hands.
ISBN: 9781432883638 | $31.99 U.S.
Thriller | Releases 4/7/2021 | Available in Wheeler Hardcover 5.
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YOUNG ADULT I 24 hardcover titles each year for about $450.

RULE OF WOLVES

OCULTA

Leigh Bardugo

Maya Motayne

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“A promising debut.”
— School Library Journal on Nocturna

King of Scars Duology • Book 2

Nocturna • Book 2

“Deadly clever.”
— starred, Booklist on King of Scars

After joining forces to save Castallan
from an ancient magical evil, Alfie is
finally stepping up to his role as heir
and preparing for an International
Peace Summit, while Finn is reveling in
her freedom from Ignacio. That is, until she’s unexpectedly
installed as the new leader of one of Castallan’s powerful
crime syndicates. Then the organization responsible for
Alfie’s brother’s murder resurfaces — and their target is
the summit. Finn and Alfie are forced to work together to
follow the assassins’ trail and preserve Castallan’s hopes
for peace. Will they be able to stop these sinister foes
before a new war threatens their kingdom?

As Fjerda’s massive army prepares to
invade, Nikolai Lantsov will summon
every bit of his ingenuity and charm to
win this fight. A dark threat looms that
cannot be defeated and Zoya Nazyalensky has lost too
much to war and she refuses to bury another friend. Now
duty demands she embrace her powers to become the
weapon her country needs. Deep undercover, Nina Zenik
risks discovery and death as she wages war on Fjerda
from inside its capital. Her desire for revenge may cost her
country its chance at freedom and Nina the chance to heal
her grieving heart. Together they must find a way to forge
a future in the darkness.
ISBN: 9781432886370 | $24.99 U.S.
Young Adult Fantasy | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Young Adult 1 & 2.

25%

OFF

STANDING
ORDER

ISBN: 9781432879242 | $24.99 U.S.
Young Adult Fantasy | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Young Adult 2.

BIOGRAPHY AND MEMOIR I 24 hardcover titles each year for about $612.

PAPPYLAND

THE DEAD ARE ARISING

A STORY OF FAMILY, FINE BOURBON,
AND THE THINGS THAT LAST

THE LIFE OF MALCOLM X

Les Payne and Tamara Payne

Wright Thompson

Image
Not
Available

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

“A fast-paced and colorful history of 20thcentury Southern culture.”
— starred, Publishers Weekly

As a journalist said of Pappy Van Winkle,
“You could call it bourbon, or you could
call it a $5,000 bottle of liquified, barrel-aged unobtanium.”
Julian Van Winkle, the third-generation head of his family's
business, is swarmed wherever he goes, with people
wanting him to sign their bottles of Pappy Van Winkle
Family Reserve. Pappyland is the story of how Van Winkle,
the caretaker of the most coveted Kentucky Bourbon
whiskey in the world, fought to protect his family's
heritage and preserve the taste of his forebears, in a world
where authenticity, like his product, is in very short supply.

ISBN: 9781432886608 | $33.99 U.S.
Biography | Releases 4/7/2021

NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER
ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR
EXCELLENCE LONGLISTED

“Monumental . . . An extraordinary and
essential portrait of the man behind the icon.”
— starred, Library Journal

Les Payne, the Pulitzer Prize–winning investigative
journalist, embarked in 1990 on a nearly 30-year-long
quest to interview anyone he could find who had
actually known Malcolm X. His goal was ambitious: an
unprecedented portrait of Malcolm X, one that would
separate fact from fiction. The result is this historic
biography that conjures a never-before-seen world of
its protagonist, setting Malcolm’s life not only within
the Nation of Islam but against the larger backdrop of
American history. The book traces the life of one of the
twentieth century’s most politically relevant figures “from
street criminal to devoted moralist and revolutionary.”
ISBN: 9781432886158 | $32.99 U.S.
Biography | Releases 4/7/2021

gale.printorders@cengage.com | gale.com/thorndikepress
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NONFICTION I 36 hardcover titles each year for about $900.
BLOOD AND TREASURE

DANIEL BOONE AND THE FIGHT FOR AMERICA'S FIRST FRONTIER

Bob Drury and Tom Clavin
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS

“A ripsnortin’ tale of the early frontier and its first and most powerful legend . . . one that may not be for the
faint of heart.” ― Kirkus

The explosive true saga of the legendary figure Daniel Boone and the bloody struggle for
America's frontier. This fast-paced and fiery narrative, fueled by contemporary diaries and
journals, newspaper reports, and eyewitness accounts, is a stirring chronicle of the conflict
over America’s “First Frontier” that places the reader at the center of this remarkable epoch
and its gripping tales of courage and sacrifice.
| ISBN: 9781432886592 | $35.99 U.S.
History/Nonfiction | Releases 4/21/2021 | Available in Nonfiction 2 & 3.

WHERE I COME FROM

STORIES FROM THE DEEP SOUTH

Rick Bragg
NATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR
PULITZER PRIZE-WINNING AUTHOR

Image
Not
Available

“A generous helping of folksy wit and charm . . . There are laugh-out-loud moments throughout.”
— Publishers Weekly

A collection of wide-ranging and endearingly personal columns — from Bragg’s love
of Tupperware (his mother preferred margarine tubs and thought Tupperware was
“just showing off”) to the decline of country music, from the legacy of Harper Lee to the
metamorphosis of the pickup truck to the best way to kill fire ants — Where I Come From is a
book that will be treasured by fans old and new.
ISBN: 9781432886554 | $33.99 U.S.
Travel/Nonfiction | Releases 4/21/2021 | Available in Nonfiction 2 & 3.

SINGULAR SENSATION

THE TRIUMPH OF BROADWAY

Michael Riedel
“A masterful history . . . Broadway aficionados and pop culture geeks will be entertained by this fascinating
survey.” — starred, Publishers Weekly

The 1990s was a decade of profound change on Broadway. A different breed of producers
challenged the grip theater owners had long held on Broadway, and corporations began to
see how much money could be made from live theater. Michael Riedel presents the drama
behind every mega-hit or shocking flop, bringing readers into high-stakes premieres, fraught
rehearsals, tough contract negotiations, intense Tony Award battles, and more. From the
bitter feuds to the surprising collaborations, all the intrigue of a revolutionary era is packed
into Singular Sensation. Broadway has triumphs and disasters, but the show always goes on.
ISBN: 9781432886516 | $31.99 U.S.
Biography | Releases 4/21/2021 | Available in Nonfiction 3.
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AMISH FICTION

LARGE PRINT STANDING ORDER PLAN
Amish fiction has long been popular among large print
readers. Stories available in this plan celebrate a simpler
way of life, full of sweet romance, strong faith, family
bonds, and community spirit.
Start your plan today and save 25% on fresh new selections
of Amish titles each month — shipping is free! Best of
all, you can start or stop your plan at any time. There’s no
contract, no lock-in, and all of our books come with a 100%
guarantee.
Contact your sales consultant to automatically receive 3
titles each month for an annual price of $846.

RELEASING APRIL 24
LOVING JENNA by Amy Lillard
A Wells Landing Romance

“An inspirational story of romance, faith, and trust . . . will appeal to fans of Wanda Brunstetter and Beverly
Lewis.” — Library Journal
Will the courage of two “special” people be enough to give them a forever happiness together? In
this new novel set in the beloved Oklahoma Amish community of Wells Landing, three generations of
women challenge themselves and each other to make a fresh start in faith, family — and love.
ISBN: 9781432878993 | $31.99 U.S. | Amish Fiction

HANNAH'S COURAGE by Molly Jebber
An Amish Charm Bakery Novel

“Jebber pleases with this endearing tale about the simmering romantic tensions between two childhood
friends.” — Publishers Weekly
A loaf of fragrant cinnamon bread for breakfast . . . a sweet and creamy custard pie for dessert. In 1912
Ohio, the Amish Charm Bakery has something to delight locals and visiting Englischer alike. And within
this warm, welcoming community, there’s always room for love to grow.
ISBN: 9781432879006 | $30.99 U.S. | Amish Romance

HEALING THEIR AMISH HEARTS by Leigh Bale
Colorado Amish Courtships • Book 4

When tragedy tears an Amish family apart . . .
Can her love bring them back together? Becca Graber has made it her mission to get the silent boy in
her new classroom to speak again. But when she meets the boy’s grieving vadder, widowed firefighter
Jesse King, Becca realizes that two hearts need mending. As Becca and Jesse try to break through to
Sam, will they also find a way to reach each other?
ISBN: 9781432879877 | $30.99 U.S. | Amish Fiction

gale.printorders@cengage.com | gale.com/thorndikepress
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CLEAN READS

LARGE PRINT STANDING ORDER PLAN
Join today and save 25% on these entertaining stories full
of encouragement, warmth, and humor. Without graphic
violence, explicit sexuality or strong profanity, these titles
are one's you'd be comfortable recommending to your
grandparents.
Remember, you can start or stop your plan at any time.
There’s no contract, no lock-in, and all of our books come
with a 100% guarantee.
Contact your sales consultant to automatically receive 3
titles each month for an annual price of $846.

RELEASING APRIL 21
RUNAWAY WITNESS by Maggie K. Black
There is no safe place — not even in witness protection.
After her witness protection location is exposed, Iris James trusts nobody — until the return of an
undercover detective she thought was dead. Mack Gray was once Iris’ protector — and the man she was
falling for — but he was forced go into hiding. Now with a killer’s henchmen on their trail, can he keep
her alive long enough to testify?
ISBN: 9781432880682 | $30.99 U.S. | Romantic Suspense

A MOTHER FOR HIS TWINS by Jill Weatherholt
She’d given up on having a family . . . until he made her feel right at home. First-grade teacher Joy
Kelliher has two new students — twin boys who belong to her high school sweetheart. If teaching Nick
Capello’s sons wasn’t difficult enough, the widower’s also her neighbor and competing for the principal
job she wants. Now with little matchmakers drawing Joy and Nick together, can they overcome a
painful past to build a family?
ISBN: 9781432880699 | $30.99 U.S. | Contemporary Romance

A FATAL YARN by Peggy Ehrhart
A Knit & Nibble Mystery

An anonymous activist in Arborville, New Jersey has been wrapping trunks in yarn to cover red X's that
mark certain trees for removal by the town. When the town's mayor — who supports cutting down the
trees — is murdered, Pamela Paterson wonders if the tree hugger committed homicide to prevent
arborcide. With the help of her reporter friend Bettina, she branches off on her own investigation to root
out the real killer.
ISBN: 9781432880705 | $30.99 U.S. | Cozy Mystery
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CHRISTIAN ROMANCE I 36 hardcover titles each year for about $828.
BRACED FOR LOVE

Brothers in Arms • Book 1

Mary Connealy
CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Left with little back in Missouri, Kevin Hunt takes his younger siblings on a journey to Wyoming
when he receives news that he's inheriting part of a ranch. The catch is that the ranch is also
being given to a half-brother he never knew existed. Danger seems to track Kevin along the
way, and he wonders if his half-brother, Wyatt, is behind the attacks. Finally arriving at the
ranch, everyone is at each other's throats and the only one willing to stand in between is
Winona Hawkins, a nearby schoolmarm. Despite being a long-time friend to Wyatt, Winona
can't help but be drawn to the earnest, kind Kevin — and that puts her in the cross hairs of
somebody's dangerous plot.
ISBN: 9781432886226 | $31.99 U.S.
Christian Romance | Releases 4/7/2021 | Available in Christian Romance 2 & 3.

THE LOVE NOTE

Joanna Davidson Politano
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

Focused on a career in medicine, Willa Duvall is thrown slightly off course during the summer
of 1865 when she discovers a never-opened love letter in a crack of her old writing desk.
Compelled to find the passionate soul who penned it and the person who never received it,
she takes a job as a nurse at the seaside estate of Crestwicke Manor. Everyone at Crestwicke
has feelings — mostly negative ones — about the man who wrote the letter, but he seems
to have disappeared. Willa's search becomes even more complicated when she misplaces
the letter and it passes from person to person in the house, each finding a thrilling or
disheartening message in its words. This Victorian-era tale is sure to delight.
ISBN: 9781432886233 | $30.99 U.S.
Christian Romance | Releases 4/7/2021 | Available in Christian Romance 2 & 3.

SOFTLY BLOWS THE BUGLE
The Amish of Weaver's Creek

Jan Drexler
Welcome back to the Amish community at Weaver's Creek. When Elizabeth Kaufman
received the news of her husband's death at the Battle of Vicksburg in 1863, she felt only
relief. She determined that she would never be at the mercy of any man again. Then Aaron
Zook comes home with her brother when the war ends two years later. He never imagined
that the Amish way of life his grandfather had rejected long ago would be so enticing. That,
and a certain widow he can't get out of his mind. Yet, life has a way of getting complicated.
Aaron soon finds that while he may have left the battlefield behind, there is another fight
he must win — the one for the heart of the woman he loves.
ISBN: 9781432886240 | $29.99 U.S.
Christian Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021 | Available in Christian Romance 3.
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CHRISTIAN FICTION I 48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,173.

ENDLESS MERCY

AN AMISH SINGING

Tracie Peterson and
Kimberley Woodhouse

Amy Clipston

The Treasures of Nome • Book 2

CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

“[E]xciting and thoughtful."
— Publishers Weekly

Madysen Powell has always been
a forgiving person, but when her
supposedly dead father shows up in Nome, Alaska,
her gift for forgiveness is tested. Madysen dreams of
performing her music around the world. The arrival
of a traveling show could prove just the chance she
needs, and the manager promises more than she ever
dreamed. Daniel Beaufort arrives in Nome, searching
for his own answers after the gold rush leaves him with
only empty pockets and he ends up helping at the Powell
dairy making cheese. Drawn to the beautiful redhead
with big dreams, will deceptions from the past tear apart
any hope for the future?
ISBN: 9781432886196 | $33.99 U.S.
Christian Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Christian Fiction 2, 3 & 4.

THE EDGE OF BELONGING
Amanda Cox

FOUR STORIES

A CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
A CAROL AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

Romance is bound strike a chord when
the young people of Bird-in-Hand join
together to bring their community the
gift of song.
Hymn of Praise: Sharon and Jay have
been friends for a long time, but can these two friends
now find love? Amazing Grace: Dave is broken with guilt
after a tragedy. When he joins a singing group, will he
learn how to forgive himself? Great Is Thy Faithfulness:
Darlene’s mother has cancer, and Darlene can’t
understand why God would allow it. Will she find strength
and love in her singing group? O Holy Night: Moving to
town after leaving behind painful events, Elaine worries
she’ll never be able to trust again. Perhaps friendship and
love await her.
ISBN: 9781432883027 | $32.99 U.S.
Christian Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Christian Fiction 2, 3 & 4.

THE PROMISED LAND
The Swan House Series

Elizabeth Musser

When Ivy Rose returns to her
hometown to oversee an estate sale,
she discovers that her grandmother
left behind more than trinkets and
photo frames — she provided a path
to the truth behind Ivy's adoption.
Shocked, Ivy seeks clues to her past,
but a key piece to the mystery is
missing. Twenty-four years earlier, Harvey James finds an
abandoned newborn who gives him a sense of human
connection for the first time in his life. His desire to care
for the baby runs up against the stark fact that he is
homeless. When he becomes entwined with two people
seeking to help him find his way, Harvey knows he must
keep the baby a secret or risk losing the only person he's
ever loved.

With her husband of 20 years
announcing that he's leaving her,
Abbie Bartholomew Jowett is feeling
overwhelming loss. Desperate to
mend her marriage and herself, she
follows her son, Bobby, to walk the
famed Camino pilgrimage. During their journey they
encounter Rasa, an Iranian woman working in secret
helping other refugees, and Caroline, a journalist who is
studying pilgrims on the Camino while dealing with her
broken past. Each individual has their own reasons for the
pilgrimage, but together they learn that the Camino strips
you bare and calls you into deep soul-searching that can
threaten all your best laid plans.

ISBN: 9781432886202 | $32.99 U.S.
Christian Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Christian Fiction 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432886219 | $30.99 U.S.
Christian Fiction | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Christian Fiction 4.
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“[A] touching story.” — Publishers Weekly

25%

OFF

STANDING
ORDER

MYSTERY I 72 hardcover titles each year for about $1,745.
TRANSIENT DESIRES

A Commissario Guido Brunetti Mystery

Donna Leon
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

“Atmospheric.” ― Publishers Weekly

Two young American women have been badly injured in a boating accident, joy riding in the
Laguna with two young Italians. However, Guido Brunetti’s curiosity is aroused by the behavior
of the young men. As Brunetti and his colleague, Claudia Griffoni, investigate the incident, they
discover that one of the young men works for a man rumored to be involved in more sinister
nighttime activities in the Laguna. Brunetti needs to enlist the help of unfamiliar colleagues
in solving a peculiarly horrible crime whose perpetrators are technologically brilliant and
ruthlessly organized.
| ISBN: 9781432886585 | $35.99 U.S.
Mystery | Releases 4/7/2021 | Available in Mystery 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6.

AFTERSHOCK

A Dr. Jessie Teska Mystery

Judy Melinek and T. J. Mitchell
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS

There’s a body crushed under a load of pipes on a San Francisco construction site, and
medical examiner Dr. Jessie Teska is on call so it's her job to figure out who it is. Her headache
begins when the autopsy reveals that the death is a homicide staged as an accident. Jessie is
hot on the murderer’s trail, then an earthquake sends her and her whole city reeling. When
the dust clears, her case has fallen apart and an innocent man is being framed. Jessie knows
she’s the only one who can prove it, and she races to piece together the truth — before it gets
buried and brings her down in the rubble.
ISBN: 9781432886356 | $34.99 U.S.
Mystery | Releases 4/7/2021 | Available in Mystery 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6.

QUEEN OF BONES
A Havana Mystery

Teresa Dovalpage
“[An] enticing second Havana mystery.” ― Publishers Weekly

Juan, a Cuban who has settled in Albuquerque, returns to Havana for the first time since
fleeing Cuba by raft 20 years ago. He hopes to reconnect with Victor, his best friend from
college, and to discover what has become of two ex-girlfriends, Elsa and Rosita. Juan is
surprised to learn that Victor has become Victoria and runs a popular drag show. Elsa has
married a wealthy foreigner, and Rosita works at the Havana cemetery. When one of these
women turns up dead, it will cost Padrino, a Santería priest and former detective on the
Havana police force, more than he expects to untangle the group’s lies and hunt down the
killer.
ISBN: 9781432886363 | $33.99 U.S.
Mystery | Releases 4/7/2021 | Available in Mystery 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6.
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HANDBOOK FOR HOMICIDE

DEAD WEST

Lorna Barrett

Matt Goldman

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EMMY AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

A Booktown Mystery

The latest Booktown Mystery!
Haven't Got A Clue bookshop owner
Tricia Miles' assistant manager, Pixie,
finds homeless vet Susan Morris' body,
and Pixie's checkered past makes her
the prime suspect. Tricia sets out to
clear Pixie's name armed with only an anchor insignia
earring found at the scene of the crime. As Tricia digs
deeper, she discovers Susan was involved in a scandal
right before retiring from the Navy — but since nobody in
the village knows Susan, even Tricia's one lead is in danger
of drying up. With all of Stoneham convinced her manager
is a murderer, Tricia knows she has to get to the bottom of
the case before Pixie's life is sunk.
ISBN: 9781432883775 | $31.99 U.S.
Cozy Mystery | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Mystery 3, 4, 5 & 6.

A Nils Shapiro Novel

“Excellent . . . A dazzling tale.”
― starred, Publishers Weekly

Nils Shapiro accepts a lucrative job to
find out if Beverly Mayer’s grandson is
foolishly throwing away his trust fund
in Hollywood, especially now, in the wake of his fiancée’s
tragic death. Nils quickly suspects that Ebben Mayer’s
fiancée was murdered, and that Ebben himself may have
been the target. As Nils moves into Ebben’s inner circle, he
discovers that everyone in Ebben’s professional life — his
agent, manager, a screenwriter, a producer — seem to
have dubious motives at best. With Nils’ friend Jameson
White, who has come to Los Angeles, acting as Ebben’s
bodyguard, Nils sets out to find a killer before it’s too late.
ISBN: 9781432884185 | $30.99 U.S.
Mystery | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Mystery 4, 5 & 6.

SILVER WINGS, IRON CROSS

THE APPRAISER

Tom Young

R. Franklin James

A WORLD WAR II THRILLER

“[An] exciting WWII thriller . . . Young makes
it work thanks to authentic detail and plenty
of convincing background information . . .
Genre fans will find a lot to like.”
― Publishers Weekly

World War II Lieutenant Karl Hagan
earned his wings the hard way. When
his plane is shot down behind enemy lines, he’s forced to
make the hardest decision of his life: trusting the enemy.
Oberleutnant Wilhelm Albrecht wore his Iron Cross with
pride. When his U-boat is attacked in a devastating air
raid, he abandons ship and finds an unlikely ally: the
pilot who bombed him. The American and the German
must form an uneasy truce if they hope to survive. Both
must be prepared to lie for the other, fight for the other,
or die with the other. But their alliance won’t truly be put
to the test until they reach the end of the line — inside a
POW camp.
ISBN: 9781432882228 | $30.99 U.S.
Thriller | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Mystery 5 & 6.
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A Remy Loh Bishop Mystery

Remy Bishop is a 30-year-old divorcee
living in the San Francisco Bay Area.
She's recovering from being fired as
a forensic technician for falsifying lab
results and is determined to clear her
name. She's just secured a position as
an appraiser at the LaneWilson auction
house when she takes on a client, a man who wants
her to appraise an antique for his aunt. Remy visits the
grand mansion and is pleased to find the antique is the
real deal. When she returns for a written contract, she
discovers the client is murdered, the house is empty,
there is no aunt, and the antique is missing. Remy is the
only person who had contact with the man. Now she's a
suspect in his death.

ISBN: 9781432879211 | $30.99 U.S.
Mystery | Releases 4/7/2021
Available in Mystery 6.

25%
OFF

STANDING
ORDER

SOFTCOVER COZY MYSTERIES* I 48 softcover titles each year for about $972.

CAT ME IF YOU CAN

DOUGH OR DIE

Miranda James

Winnie Archer

A Cat in the Stacks Mystery

A Bread Shop Mystery

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Charlie and Diesel along with Charlie's
fiancée, Helen Louise Brady, are
heading to Asheville, North Carolina
to spend a week at a boutique hotel
and participate in a gathering of a
mystery reader's club. The Ducote
sisters are helping underwrite the expenses, and they’ve
insisted that Charlie, Helen, and Diesel join them. When
an intrusive, uninvited guest turns up dead, only one
mystery club member with a connection to the deceased
appears to have a motive to kill. Could the answer
really be that simple? Charlie and Diesel, along with the
detecting Ducote sisters, know that every murder plot
has an unexpected twist.

The bakery is bound for reality TV —
but a murder may kill its reputation.
A cable food channel has selected Yeast
of Eden as a featured culinary delight
for a new show. Baking apprentice
Ivy Culpepper is excited as the crew
arrives, ready to capture all the ins
and outs of the renowned bread shop. But they capture
something much harder to stomach: the attempted
murder of the show’s cameraman just outside Yeast of
Eden. With no clues, and the town craving answers, it'll be
up to Ivy to sift through the evidence. She’ll have to move
quickly before someone else is targeted or the wrong
person gets the heat — and the business collapses like a
deflated soufflé, right before her eyes.

ISBN: 9781432883881 | $26.99 U.S.
Cozy Mystery | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Softcover Cozy Mystery 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432886493 | $26.99 U.S.
Cozy Mystery | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Softcover Cozy Mystery 3 & 4.

SOWING MALICE

A WAFFLE LOT OF MURDER

Wendy Tyson

Lena Gregory

A Greenhouse Mystery

An All-Day Breakfast Café Mystery

When lawyer-turned-farmer Megan
Sawyer witnesses a seemingly
innocent scene between three
strangers, she learns they’re headed to
the von Tressler memorial — the talk
of scenic Winsome, Pennsylvania. The
von Tressler family has more money
than manners, snubbing the locals. Soon one of those
three strangers goes missing and another is murdered,
her body found at Megan’s family farm. With her family’s
safety at stake, Megan must pick her way through the von
Tresslers’ sordid family secrets and colorful personalities.
She discovers that the malice that’s befallen Winsome
has roots in the past, and she’ll need to dig deep to weed
truth from lies, or the body count will grow even higher.

While the first hints of autumn grace
Boggy Creek, Florida, Gia misses the
colorful harvest traditions she left
behind in New York. On a scramble
to make new fall memories, Gia gets
roped into the Haunted Town Festival,
a spooky celebration held on deserted
farmlands. The desolate area conjures plenty of eerie
vibes at night, but Gia and her best friend, Savannah, are
nearly frightened to death upon the discovery of the event
organizer’s body buried in the nearby woods. The woman’s
shady dealings may have egged someone into sending her
to an early grave. Now, there’s no shortage of creepy clues
to feast on as Gia and her pals try to stop a killer with a
very scary appetite.

ISBN: 9781432886387 | $26.99 U.S.
Cozy Mystery | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Softcover Cozy Mystery 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432886509 | $26.99 U.S.
Cozy Mystery | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Softcover Cozy Mystery 4.

*This Standing Order Plan was formerly titled Wheeler Cozy Mystery.
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BLACK VOICES* I 36 hardcover titles each year for about $864.
LIBERTIE

Kaitlyn Greenidge
WHITING AWARD–WINNING AUTHOR

Coming of age as a free-born Black girl in Reconstruction-era Brooklyn, Libertie Sampson was
all too aware that her purposeful mother, a practicing physician, had a vision for their future
together: Libertie would go to medical school and practice alongside her. But Libertie feels
stifled by her mother’s choices and is hungry for something else. When a young man from
Haiti proposes to Libertie and promises she will be his equal on the island, she accepts, only
to discover that she is still subordinate to him and all men. As she tries to parse what freedom
means for a Black woman, Libertie struggles with where she might find it — for herself and for
generations to come.
| ISBN: 9781432886530 | $33.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 4/21/2021 | Available in Black Voices 2 & 3.

HIS ONLY WIFE

Peace Adzo Medie
REESE WITHERSPOON HELLO SUNSHINE BOOK CLUB PICK
LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST FICTION BOOK OF 2020
NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR

Image
Not
Available

Afi Tekple is a young seamstress in Ghana. She's smart; she's pretty; and she's been
convinced by her mother to marry a man she does not know. Afi knows who he is, of course
— Elikem is a wealthy businessman whose mother has chosen Afi in the hopes that she'll
distract him from his relationship with a woman his family claims is inappropriate. But Afi
is not prepared for the shift her life takes when she is moved from her small hometown of
Ho to live in Accra, a place of wealth and sophistication. She's agreed to this marriage in
order to give her mother the financial security she needs, and so she must see it through.
Or maybe not?
ISBN: 9781432886523 | $31.99 U.S.
General Fiction | Releases 4/21/2021 | Available in Black Voices 2 & 3.

WRATH

A Seven Deadly Sins Novel

Victoria Christopher Murray
NAACP IMAGE AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

“Murray delivers another intense morality tale.” — Booklist

Chastity Jeffries and Xavier King come from different backgrounds, but they’re both living
with family secrets. Chastity is the only child of a prominent pastor and has been raised
with privilege, but her father’s testimony as a philanderer and her mom’s role as dutiful wife
have tainted her view of love. Xavier never knew his father, and his mother abandoned him,
instilling in him a sense of insecurity. Sparks fly when Chastity and Xavier meet. Chastity is
swept off her feet, but before long, cracks begin to show in Xavier’s perfect façade. When
Xavier’s wrath erupts, who will it destroy?
ISBN: 9781432886547 | $30.99 U.S.
Women’s Fiction | Releases 4/21/2021 | Available in Black Voices 3.

*Our African-American standing order plan is now called Black Voices. We felt that the original naming
convention was too narrow to encompass the wide scope of titles this plan offers.
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ROMANCE I 48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,170.

SAVE THE LAST DANCE
The Dance With Me Series

Shelley Shepard Gray
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“The heartwarming finale to the Dance with
Me trilogy . . .” — Publishers Weekly

WHEN A ROGUE
MEETS HIS MATCH
A Greycourt Novel

Elizabeth Hoyt
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Kimber Klein has left the modeling
world behind. Life is good . . . mostly.
Kimber can’t stop worrying about a
stalker she’s hoping she left behind in New York City.
She doesn’t think he’s found her in Bridgeport, until one
day she finds her tires slashed. Gunnar Law is satisfied
with his life as a single dad. He’s still getting to know his
son, Jeremy, since he’s only been fostering the teen for a
short while. Life is pretty simple. Then one afternoon, he
and Jeremy stop to help a distraught — and extremely
beautiful — woman who had her tires slashed in the
school parking lot. Suddenly life doesn’t seem quite so
simple anymore.

Ambitious, sly, and lethally intelligent,
Gideon Hawthorne has spent his life
clawing his way up from the gutter.
For the last ten years, he’s acted as
the Duke of Windemere's fixer. Now
Gideon's ready to quit but Windermere tempts him
with an irresistible offer: one last task for Messalina
Greycourt's hand in marriage. Vivacious Messalina
Greycourt is appalled when her uncle demands she
marry Mr. Hawthorne. Gideon offers her protection and
freedom in exchange for a true marriage. Messalina
feigns agreement, but the more time she spends with
Gideon, the more he arouses her affections. Will Gideon's
final deed for Windemere destroy the love growing
between them?

ISBN: 9781432884871 | $32.99 U.S.
Contemporary Romance | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432884994 | $31.99 U.S.
Historical Romance | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.

ROMEANTICALLY CHALLENGED

PATHFINDER

Marina Adair

Anna Schmidt

#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR
AMAZON BEST ROMANCE OF THE MONTH
PUBLISHERS MARKETPLACE BUZZBOOKS:
ROMANCE 2020-2021 PICK
FRESH FICTION FRESH PICK

AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

When in Rome Series

“Delightful.” — Library Journal

When every man Annie’s dated finds “his person” right
after breaking up with her, she has a new plan — a fresh,
man-free start. Too bad she finds herself sharing a cabin
with a hot male roommate. Emmitt is trying to cement his
place in his daughter Paisley’s life. With a stepdad and an
uncle competing for Paisley’s attention, Emmitt has lost
his place at the family table. Then there’s the adorably
sexy squatter in his cabin who has sworn off men. Then
Emmitt’s estranged father reappears with a secret that
changes everything, and Annie and Emmitt are about to
discover that sometimes the best families are the ones
we make.
ISBN: 9781432886561 | $31.99 U.S
Contemporary Romance | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Romance 3 & 4.

Cowboys and Harvey Girls • Book 3

Captain Max Winslow was once a
pathfinder for the Army, blazing trails
and keeping his brothers-in-arms
safe. Now he's the star of a Wild West
show, reminding curious audiences
of days long gone. The world around
him is changing, but that doesn't mean he has to accept
it. When Max first sets eyes on no-nonsense Harvey Girl
Emma Elliot, he knows that anything between them would
be impossible. She's a realist embracing what the future
holds, while he's a dreamer, determined to preserve
the West he once knew. Yet something about Emma's
strength of will calls to him. Is there room in his dream for
love, or will his resolve to hang on to the past jeopardize
their future?

ISBN: 9781432877644 | $31.99 U.S.
Historical Romance | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Romance 4.
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HARDCOVER WESTERNS* I 48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,047.

BURY THE HATCHET

A Buck Trammel Western

William W. Johnstone
and J. A. Johnstone
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHORS

Buck Trammel has made a name for
himself in the Old West but there are
two things a man can never escape:
his past and his destiny. For Buck
Trammel, that past includes a fatal mistake that ended
his career as a Pinkerton — and a deadly shootout with
the Bower gang in a Wichita saloon. Call it luck or call
it fate, but the famous Deputy Wyatt Earp was there
to give Buck some advice: Run for your life. But his luck
is about to run dry. The gang’s ruthless boss, Old Man
Bower, knows where Trammel lives. He’s assembled a
small army of gunslingers and hired a Pinkerton with
a grudge against Trammel and he’s coming to town to
bury the hatchet.
ISBN: 9781432886189 | $30.99 U.S.
Western | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Hardcover Westerns 1, 2, 3 & 4.

RALPH COMPTON
RETURN TO GILA BEND
The Gunfighter Series

Carlton Stowers
An ex-con fights to free his hometown
from the clutches of a greedy land
baron. When 25-year-old Lewis Taylor
is released from the Texas State
Prison, after serving five years for
a crime he didn’t commit, his only
interest is in getting back to his hometown of Gila Bend,
Texas. During his long years in prison, he survived by
thinking fondly of the home he'd known since boyhood
— and of one special girl, Darla Winslow. What he finds
instead is a town dramatically changed. One man,
Captain Archer Ringewald, has taken control of the town,
and now he's turning the townspeople, even Darla,
against Taylor. Can one ex-con single-handedly save an
entire town?
ISBN: 9781432882945 | $29.99 U.S.
Western | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Hardcover Westerns 2, 3 & 4.

CHEYENNE GUN

THE ODYSSEY OF GERONIMO

Rusty Davis

W. Michael Farmer

The Adventures of Fox Running
& John Dooley • Book 1

From the Little Bighorn to Boston, Fox
Running learned the hard way the world
was his enemy. As a boy, he lost his
Northern Cheyenne home to a blood
feud. The army scattered his people,
who rejected him when he tried to
return. Sent to an Indian school in the East, he refused
to renounce who and what he was. Now, after a daring
escape to the Plains, those who hate him learn how fast he
is with his guns. Stalked by newspapermen who dubbed
him The Cheyenne Kid, he finds acceptance with the
Lakota until hatred for an Indian who will not bow leads to
a showdown.

ISBN: 9781432868871 | $28.99 U.S.
Western | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Hardcover Westerns 3 & 4.

*This Standing Order Plan was formerly titled Western.
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TWENTY-THREE YEARS A PRISONER
OF WAR, A NOVEL
WILL ROGERS MEDALLION
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

The Odyssey of Geronimo, based on
history and Apache culture, but told
through his eyes using the truth
from fiction, is a revealing epic of his
strengths, weaknesses, and character.
As a prisoner of war for 23 years, Geronimo rose to
become a national “superstar,” and became an astute
businessman. During his captivity, Geronimo fathered
two children, lost three wives, and married two more.
When he died from pneumonia after sleeping drunk all
night in a cold rain, he had a small fortune in a Lawton,
Oklahoma, bank from selling his mementos. He was
hated by some of his own people, loved by others, but
respected by all.
ISBN: 9781432868499 | $28.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 4/21/2021
Available in Hardcover Westerns 4.

25%
OFF

STANDING
ORDER

SOFTCOVER WESTERNS* I 36 softcover titles each year for about $711.
RALPH COMPTON RED TRAIL
The Trail Drive Series

John Shirley
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR

A cattle drive faces long odds in this exciting new installment in Ralph Compton’s Trail Drive
series. Mase Durst must get his cows from his Texas ranch to Wichita, Kansas, or face losing
his land, which the bank is fixing to foreclose on. He's forced to take his herd on a little-used
route called the Red Trail. It’s a tough trek: dangerous, narrow, and fraught with banditry.
Along the way, Durst and his men face numerous obstacles thrown up by Mother Nature,
cattle rustlers, and crooked lawmen. But even their safe arrival in Wichita will offer no relief
if he can’t make it home in time to save his ranch from the bank — and his wife from the
predations of their rapacious neighbor.
ISBN: 9781432883768 | $26.99 U.S.
Western | Releases 4/21/2021 | Available in Softcover Westerns 1, 2 & 3.

THE NOT SO QUIET LIFE OF CALAMITY JANE
K. Lyn Wurth

Martha Jane Cannary ran through names like whiskey, but one moniker stuck — Calamity
Jane. Stranded in a Virginia City mining camp, this orphan blasted through the 1860s West,
determined to be noticed and tell her own story. Rowdy and seemingly hell-bent on her
own destruction, this devoted friend, jilted lover, sometime wife, and heartbroken mother
wandered the West she loved. She shot up saloons, performed in bordellos and Wild
West shows, worked when she had to, cared for the sick, and lied about what she couldn't
change. This well-researched historical novel vividly revives an original woman of the
American West.

ISBN: 9781432871369 | $25.99 U.S.
Frontier Fiction | Releases 4/21/2021 | Available in Softcover Westerns 2 & 3.

THE SAND CASTLE
K. S. Hollenbeck

Despite her fame, entertainer Flossie “The Flame” Abbot suffers alongside the rest of the
convicts at Gila Territorial Prison. Gila's newest guard, Breen Dwyer, aims to set her free
and has his own reasons for doing so. To escape and exonerate Flossie, the pair must first
fight off the depraved criminal Abe Kane. Characters range from an optimistic prostitute
addicted to opium to a mysterious benefactor seeking redemption. Some wreak social
injustice. Others survive it. Some deserve to rot in their cells forever. Others deserve
worse. Set in 1886 in the Arizona Territory, Flossie's thirst for freedom will ultimately end
in revenge.

ISBN: 9781432868574 | $25.99 U.S.
Frontier Fiction | Releases 4/21/2021 | Available in Softcover Westerns 3.
*This Standing Order Plan was formerly titled Wheeler Western.
gale.printorders@cengage.com | gale.com/thorndikepress
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PAPERBACK BESTSELLERS I 48 softcover titles each year for about $481.

THE FRIENDSHIP LIST

CLOSE UP

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Susan Mallery

“Told with a style as authentic as it is
entertaining, this book is for the author's
many fans as well as those who enjoy Debbie
Macomber and Susan Wiggs.”
— Library Journal

Single mom Ellen Fox couldn’t be more
content — until she overhears her son
saying he can’t go to his dream college because she needs
him too much. If she wants him to live his best life, she has
to convince him she’s living hers. To help, her best friend,
Unity Leandre, creates a list of challenges for Ellen. Unity, a
thirtysomething widow still sleeping in her late husband’s
childhood bed, will complete the list too. The Friendship
List begins as a way to make others believe they’re just
fine. But somewhere between “wear three-inch heels” and
“have sex with a gorgeous guy,” Ellen and Unity discover
that life is meant to be lived with joy and abandon.
ISBN: 9781432885052 | $18.99 U.S.
General Fiction | Releases 4/14/2021
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 2, 3 & 4.

Amanda Quick
Vivian Brazier never thought life as an
art photographer would include nightly
wake-up calls to snap photos of grisly
crime scenes or headshots for aspiring
male actors. After shooting crime
scene photos of the latest victim of the
murderer the press has dubbed the
“Dagger Killer,” Vivian notices eerie similarities to the crime
scenes of previous victims which has put her at the top of
the killer’s target list. Nick Sundridge has always been able
to “see” things that others don’t and this talent makes him
a brilliant investigator. As the only one with the ability to
help, Nick is sent to protect Vivian. Together, they must
uncover a killer who will stop at nothing to add them to his
gallery of murders.

ISBN: 9781432886264 | $18.00 U.S.
Historical Romance | Releases 4/14/2021
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 2, 3 & 4.

THE BLACK SWAN OF PARIS

THE HENNA ARTIST

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
REESE WITHERSPOON HELLO SUNSHINE
BOOK CLUB PICK

Karen Robards

“Historical fiction fans will be enthralled with
this richly hewn novel and the romance and
danger lurking around its every corner.”
— starred, Publishers Weekly

Alka Joshi

Celebrated singer Genevieve Dumont
is both a star and a smokescreen.
An unwilling darling of the Nazis,
the chanteuse’s position of privilege allows her to go
undetected as an ally to the resistance. When her
estranged mother, Lillian de Rocheford, is captured
by Nazis, Genevieve knows it won’t be long before
the Gestapo succeeds in torturing information out of
Lillian that will derail the upcoming allied invasion. The
resistance movement is tasked with silencing her by
any means necessary — including assassination. But
Genevieve refuses to let her mother become yet one
more victim of the war. Reuniting with her long-lost
sister, she must find a way to navigate the perilous
cross-currents of Occupied France undetected — and
in time to save Lillian’s life.

Escaping from an abusive marriage,
17-year-old Lakshmi makes her way
alone to the vibrant 1950s pink city of
Jaipur. There she becomes the most
highly requested henna artist — and
confidante — to the wealthy women of the upper class.
But trusted with the secrets of the wealthy, she can never
reveal her own. Known for her original designs and sage
advice, Lakshmi must tread carefully to avoid the jealous
gossips who could ruin her reputation and her livelihood.
As she pursues her dream of an independent life, she is
startled one day when she's confronted by her husband,
who has tracked her down these many years later with a
high-spirited young girl in tow — a sister Lakshmi never
knew she had. Suddenly the caution that she has carefully
cultivated as protection is threatened. Still, she perseveres,
applying her talents and lifting up those that surround her
as she does.

ISBN: 9781432886271 | $18.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 4/14/2021
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 3 & 4.

ISBN: 9781432885069 | $18.99 U.S.
Women’s Fiction | Releases 4/14/2021
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 4.
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EDITOR’S CHOICE I 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,906.

Pg 5

9781432886325 Fergus, Jim

s

Strongheart: The Lost Journals
of May Dodd and Molly McGill $36.99

HC

Thriller

Core

8

4/7/21

Pg 3

9781432885465 Garcia, Gabriela

s

Of Women and Salt

$37.99

HC

General Fiction

Basic

5

4/7/21

Pg 5

9781432886349 Koontz, Dean

I

The Other Emily

$37.99

HC

Thriller

Core

2

4/7/21

Pg 6

9781432886646 Michaels, Fern

I

s

No Way Out

$37.99

HC

Women's Fiction

Wheeler Hardcover

3

4/7/21

Pg 5

9781432886424 Ross, Ann B.

s

Miss Julia Happily Ever After

$36.99

HC

Women's Fiction

Core

5

4/7/21

Pg 3

9781432885649 Sandford, John

s

Ocean Prey

$37.99

HC

Mystery

Basic

1

4/21/21

25%
OFF

Pg 3

STANDING
ORDER

PUBLISHER'S SHOWCASE I 24 hardcover titles each year for about $648.
s

9781432886318 Dray, Stephanie

20%
OFF

STANDING
ORDER

The Women of
Chateau Lafayette

$35.99

HC

Historical Fiction

Basic

4/7/21

HARDCOVER GENRE VALUE I 36 hardcover titles each year for about $950.

Pg 17 9781432884871

Gray, Shelley Shepard

Save the Last Dance

$32.99

HC

Contemporary
Romance

Romance

4/21/21

Pg 18 9781432886189

Johnstone, William W.
and J. A. Johnstone

Bury the Hatchet

$30.99

HC

Western

Hardcover Westerns

4/21/21

Pg 13 9781432886585

Leon, Donna

I

Transient Desires

$35.99

HC

Mystery

Mystery

4/7/21

Pg 13 9781432886356

Melinek, Judy
and T. J. Mitchell

I

Aftershock

$34.99

HC

Mystery

Mystery

4/7/21

s
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DISTRIBUTION I 320 hardcover/softcover titles each year for about $6,677.
THE RED BOOK

A Black Book Thriller

James Patterson and David Ellis
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

For Detective Billy Harney, getting shot in the head, stalked by a state’s attorney, and accused
of murder by his fellow cops is a normal week on the job. When a drive-by shooting on
Chicago's west side turns political, he leads the way to a quick solve, but Harney's instincts run
deep. As a population hungry for justice threatens to riot, his quest to expose the evil that's
rotting the city from the inside out takes him to the one place he vowed never to return: his
own troubled past.
ISBN: 9780316593304 | $30.00 U.S. | Hardcover
Thriller | Releases 4/14/2021 | Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

ETERNAL

THE PALM BEACH MURDERS

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Lisa Scottoline
Elisabetta, Marco, and Sandro grow
up as the best of friends despite their
differences. Their friendship blossoms to
love, with both Sandro and Marco hoping
to win Elisabetta's heart. But in the autumn
of 1937, all of that begins to change as Mussolini asserts
his power, aligning Italy's Fascists with Hitler's Nazis
and altering the very laws that govern Rome. In time,
everything that the three hold dear — their families, their
homes, and their connection to one another — is tested
in ways they never could have imagined.
ISBN: 9780593395660 | $30.00 U.S. | Softcover
Historical Fiction | Releases 4/14/2021 | Random House
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

James Patterson

Three killer stories from the world's #1
bestselling author: The Palm Beach Murders
with James O. Born, Stingrays with Duane
Swierczynski, and Nooners with Tim Arnold.
The wealthiest zip code in Florida doesn't just have
billionaires, yachts, and private planes — it also has the
best murder plots money can buy.

ISBN: 9781538704455 | $18.99 U.S. | Softcover
Thriller | Releases 4/14/2021 | Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

THE CONSEQUENCES OF FEAR

STARGAZER

Jacqueline Winspear

Anne Hillerman

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

A Maisie Dobbs Novel

“Outstanding.” — starred, Publishers Weekly

A Leaphorn, Chee & Manuelito Novel

As Maisie becomes entangled in a power
struggle between Britain’s intelligence
efforts in France and the work of Free
French agents operating across Europe, she must also
contend with a killer found where she least expects. She
soon realizes she’s been pulled into the orbit of a man
who has his own reasons to kill — reasons that go back
to the last war.

What begins as a typical day for Officer
Bernadette Manuelito takes an unexpected
twist when she’s called to help find an
old friend. The investigation causes an
unexpected rift with her husband, Jim Chee, who’s sure
Bernie’s headed for trouble. While she’s caught between
present and past, Chee is at a crossroads of his own. Can
their mentor Joe Leaphorn — a man also looking at the
past for answers to the future — provide the guidance
both Bernie and Chee need?

ISBN: 9780063063068 | $29.99 U.S. | Softcover
Suspense | Releases 4/14/2021 | HarperCollins
Available in Distribution 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

ISBN: 9780063063037 | $29.99 U.S. | Softcover
Suspense | Releases 4/14/2021 | HarperCollins
Available in Distribution 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.
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SUNFLOWER SISTERS

EVERY VOW YOU BREAK

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

Martha Hall Kelly

Peter Swanson

Martha Hall Kelly’s million-copy bestseller
Lilac Girls introduced readers to Caroline
Ferriday. Now, in Sunflower Sisters, Kelly
tells the story of Ferriday’s ancestor
Georgeanna Woolsey, a Union nurse
during the Civil War whose calling leads her to cross
paths with Jemma, a young enslaved girl who is sold off
and conscripted into the army, and Anne-May Wilson, a
Southern plantation mistress whose husband enlists.

A bride’s dream honeymoon becomes
a nightmare when a man with whom
she’s had a regrettable one-night stand
suddenly shows up — and Abigail’s future
life and happiness are turned upside
down. He insists that their passionate night was the
beginning of something much, much more. Something
special. Something real — and he’s tracked her down to
prove it.

ISBN: 9780593398685 | $30.00 U.S. | Softcover
Historical Fiction | Releases 4/14/2021 | Random House
Available in Distribution 6, 7 & Deluxe.

ISBN: 9780063062344 | $29.99 U.S. | Softcover
Suspense | Releases 4/14/2021 | HarperCollins
Available in Distribution 7 & Deluxe.

AGELESS

THE NEW SCIENCE OF GETTING OLDER
WITHOUT GETTING OLD

Andrew Steele
In Ageless, Andrew Steele, a computational
biologist and science writer, takes us on
a journey through the laboratories where
scientists are studying every bodily system
that declines with age — DNA, mitochondria, stem cells,
our immune systems — and developing therapies to
reverse the trend. With bell-clear writing and intellectual
passion, Steele shines a spotlight on a little-known
revolution already underway.
ISBN: 9780593214794 | $31.00 U.S. | Softcover
Healthcare | Releases 4/14/2021 | Random House
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

[UNTITLED]
Tom Selleck
Image
Not
Available

The long-awaited memoir from the beloved
film and television star — known to multiple
generations for his starring roles on the
long-running shows Magnum, P.I. and Blue
Bloods — chronicles both his life in show
business and his life away from it. A vivid
and incisive portrait that combines heart and head, work
and home, hard-fought wisdom and renewable optimism,
Selleck’s memoir is an up-close and inspiring look at
America’s favorite actor.
ISBN: 9780062954855 | $30.99 U.S. | Softcover
Biography | Releases 4/14/2021 | HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

WHEN THE STARS GO DARK

THE SOUVENIR MUSEUM

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Elizabeth McCracken

“[A] stunning crime novel . . .”
— starred, Publishers Weekly

AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

Paula Mclain

Weaving together actual cases of missing
persons, trauma theory, and a hint of
the metaphysical, this propulsive and
deeply affecting novel tells a story of fate, necessary
redemption, and what it takes, when the worst happens,
to reclaim our lives — and our faith in one another.

ISBN: 9780593395592 | $30.00 U.S. | Softcover
Suspense | Releases 4/14/2021 | Random House
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

STORIES

In these stories, the mysterious bonds of
family are tested, transformed, fractured,
and fortified. A recent widower and his
adult son ferry to a craggy Scottish island
in search of puffins. An actress who plays a children’s
game-show villainess ushers in the New Year with her
deadbeat half-brother. A mother, pining for her children,
feasts on loaves of challah to fill the void. A new couple
navigates a tightrope walk toward love. And on a trip
with their son, two fathers each confront a personal fear.
ISBN: 9780063063167 | $28.99 U.S. | Softcover
General Fiction | Releases 4/14/2021 | HarperCollins
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
gale.printorders@cengage.com | gale.com/thorndikepress
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LADY MACDEATH

THE WAY OF INTEGRITY

Mary Daheim

Martha Beck

A Bed-and-Breakfast Mystery
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR

FINDING THE PATH TO YOUR TRUE SELF

When a real estate agent is murdered,
the clues all point to the Flynns. To clear
their names — and save Hillside Manor
— innkeepers Judith and Joe will have to outsmart and
outcon a gang of clever and determined criminals with
more than murder on the agenda.

In The Way of Integrity, Beck presents a
four-stage process that anyone can use
to find integrity, and with it, a sense of
purpose, emotional healing, and a life free
of mental suffering. Much of what plagues
us — people pleasing, staying in stale relationships,
negative habits — all point to what happens when we
are out of touch with what truly makes us feel whole.

ISBN: 9780063028913 | $28.99 U.S. | Softcover
Mystery | Releases 4/14/2021 | HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

ISBN: 9780593395790 | $28.00 U.S. | Softcover
Self-help | Releases 4/14/2021 | Random House
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

PERMISSION TO DREAM

Chris Gardner with Mim Eichler-Rivas
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

On a winter’s day, Chris Gardner set off with
his nine-year-old granddaughter Brooke
to find the harmonica of her dreams. The
search sends them North “beyond the wall”
into a foreboding Chicago neighborhood
and, soon, on a harrowing adventure that will change both
of their lives — and ours. A true fable, Permission to Dream
is a timeless and timely manifesto for turning dreams into
action — beginning right now.
ISBN: 9780063063129 | $26.99 U.S. | Softcover
Biography | Releases 4/14/2021 | HarperCollins
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

HOW TO AGE WITHOUT
GETTING OLDER

THE STEPS YOU CAN TAKE TODAY TO STAY
YOUNG FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE

Joyce Meyer
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

God's timing is always perfect, and there's
a distinct and meaningful purpose for this
season of your life. Joyce says, “Only a fool thinks they can
always do what they have always done.” How to Age Without
Getting Old equips us to become wise enough to embrace
God's changing grace and the evolution of our calling to
the next season of life.
ISBN: 9781546029458 | $26.00 U.S. | Softcover
Inspirational | Releases 4/14/2021 | Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

HALF LIFE

WILDE CHILD

USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Eloisa James

“Thought-provoking, skillfully written, and hard to
put down.” — starred, Kirkus Reviews

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Jillian Cantor

The bestselling author of In Another Time
reimagines the pioneering, passionate life
of Marie Curie using a parallel structure
to create two alternative timelines, one that mirrors her
real life, one that explores the consequences for Marie
and for science if she’d made a different choice.

ISBN: 9780063063105 | $21.99 U.S. | Softcover
Women’s Fiction | Releases 4/14/2021 | HarperCollins
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
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The Wildes of Lindow Castle

Eloisa James returns to the Wildes of
Lindow Castle series with the next Wilde
child, Lady Joan, who runs and joins a
theatre troupe — and the duke who tries
to save her reputation.

ISBN: 9780063063228 | $21.99 U.S. | Softcover
Regency Romance | Releases 4/14/2021 | HarperCollins
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
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